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Detect and monitor confidential
information to reduce risk and
improve compliance
Reduces security risks
Improves compliance with
security and privacy regulations
Empowers your security, risk
and compliance professionals
Generates awareness and
improves policy compliance

Modern organizations rely on countless systems, applications and devices to power their
business processes. This technologically diverse environment makes protecting sensitive
information more challenging than ever. When confidential information ends up in
unintended places, it creates significant security and compliance risks for the organization.
Hyland’s confidential information discovery solution powered by Enterprise Search helps
proactively monitor for and remove confidential information from unauthorized locations
across your organization, reducing unnecessary security risk and improving compliance
with industry and regulatory requirements.
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Reduces security risks
When a breach or unintentional disclosure of information occurs,

Empowers your security, risk and
compliance professionals

the first concern of the affected organization is to determine if

The confidential information discovery solution provides your

any sensitive information was exposed. Whether it is confidential

security and compliance professionals with a powerful and

corporate communication or Personally Identifiable Information

intuitive administrative interface, allowing them to set up new

(PII), disclosure of confidential information can be costly,

queries and alerts with ease. With automated monitoring across

resulting in fines, law suits and extensive remediation costs.

a range of systems, your staff will receive notifications when

With so many systems and devices involved in an organization’s

sensitive information is found in unauthorized locations.

day-to-day business, it is all too common for confidential

The solution also features extensive file analytics and reporting

information to end up in unintended places, outside the

capabilities to help support and simplify your eDiscovery,

mandated security and access protocols. Unfortunately, many

auditing and other information request processes.

organizations today struggle with knowing every place where

The confidential information discovery solution helps close

Generates awareness and improves
policy compliance

this knowledge gap and identify every place where confidential

As most security professionals know, people are usually the

their confidential information resides.

information resides so it can be adequately protected or moved
to an approved location. The solution can proactively monitor
for keywords, phrases and even character patterns in the files
and metadata across any number of sites, repositories, drives,
archives, email systems (including attachments) and devices.

Improves compliance with security and
privacy regulations
Today’s organizations are subject to numerous regulatory
compliance requirements for information security and privacy,

weakest link in the organization’s security program. Your
employees generally don’t intend to do harm – they just want
to do their jobs well. Most of them are not information security
experts, and many don’t take the time to read and comprehend
complex security and privacy policies. They assume that IT is
keeping the information secure inside their organization. They
may not think twice about attaching a confidential file to an
unencrypted internal email, or sharing this file on an internal
public drive, or downloading this file to a mobile device so they
can work on it at home. Common security tools can’t effectively

dictating how and where information should be stored, accessed

monitor for and prevent such risky behavior.

and shared. Additionally, modern regulations like GDPR impose

However, the confidential information discovery solution helps

strict requirements on prompt data breach notifications to the

detect when sensitive information shows up in unauthorized

affected parties. Not knowing what confidential information exists

places. Being able to detect and follow up on risky behavior

and where can unnecessarily compound the crisis when a breach

is critical in helping generate awareness and improve policy

occurs or a device is lost, leading to unanticipated regulatory

adherence among your employees. Helping your staff become

violations and extended reporting and remediation times.

more security-aware will in turn help your organization

By helping identify and eliminate the presence of confidential

become more secure and compliant.

information on unauthorized drives, devices and systems, the
confidential information discovery solution helps reduce the
risk of being non-compliant.
The flexible rules engine also allows the solution to be deployed
across multiple departments like HR, contracts and marketing,
each with unique target systems and search requirements.
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